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Introduction – SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Safety Directors
Forum

Intro

SPI

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

In a sector where safety, security and the protection of the environment is, and must always
be the number one priority, the Safety Directors’ Forum (SDF) plays a crucial role in
bringing together senior level nuclear executives to:
Promote learning;
Agree strategy on key issues facing the industry;
Provide a network within the industry (including with government and regulators) and
external to the industry;
• Provide an industry input to new developments in the industry; and,
• To ensure that the industry stays on its path of continual improvement.
•
•
•

It also looks to identify key strategic challenges facing the industry in the fields of
environment, health, safety, quality safeguards and security (EHSQ&S) and resolve them,
often through working with the UK regulators and DECC, both of whom SDF meets twice
yearly. The SDF members represent every part of the fuel cycle from fuel manufacture,
through generation to reprocessing and waste treatment, including research, design, new
build, decommissioning and care and maintenance. The Forum also has members who
represent the Ministry of Defence nuclear operations, as well as “smaller licensees” such as
universities and pharmaceutical companies. With over 25 members from every site licence
company in the UK, every MoD authorised site and organisations which are planning to
become site licensees the SDF represents a vast pool of knowledge and experience, which
has made it a key consultee for Government and regulators on new legislation and
regulation.
The Forum has a strong focus on improvement across the industry. It has in place a number
of subject specific sub-groups looking in detail at issues such as radiological protection,
human performance, learning from experience and the implementation of the new regulatory
framework for security (NORMS). Such sub-groups have developed a number of Codes of
Practice which have been adopted by the industry.
Sub-Group Description
This Good Practice Guide has been developed by the Safety Performance Indicator SubGroup (SPISG) of the UK Nuclear Industry Safety Directors’ Forum (SDF). Its purpose is
to share UK nuclear sector good practices and ‘Operational Experience’ (OPEX) in the
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Introduction – SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

development and use of Safety Performance Indicators (SPIs). The aim of this guide is to
help licensees further improve the effectiveness of the use of SPIs to maximise nuclear safety
margins and operational reliability across the UK nuclear sector.
The SPISG was formed in November 2010 and has actively shared industry learning within
the group. The intention of this guide is to bring together both the ‘good practice’ and
OPEX from the nuclear sector into a single document, which will be available to SPISG
Members and others to further promote direct sharing and support across the wider nuclear
sector.
At the SDF meeting on 6th July 2010, the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) (or Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate (NII) as was) agreed that the NII SPI Project was to be moved into
the nuclear sector as ‘normal business’ and a sector-wide SPISG formed to oversee this
requirement. At the inaugural meeting of the SPISG, held at Magnox (South) on 25th
November 2010, a Membership was formed and a Terms of Reference and Work
Programme agreed. The membership of the SPISG is formed from the following
organisations;

Disclaimer
This UK Nuclear Industry Guide has been prepared on behalf of the Safety Directors Forum by a Technical
Working Group. Statements and technical information contained in this Guide are believed to be accurate at
the time of writing. However, it may not be accurate, complete, up to date or applicable to the circumstances
of any particular case. This Guide is not a standard, specification or regulation, nor a Code of Practice and
should not be read as such. We shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, special, punitive or consequential
damages or loss whether in statute, contract, negligence or otherwise, arising out of or in connection with the
use of information within this UK Nuclear Industry Guide.
This Guide is produced by the Nuclear Industry. It is not prescriptive but offers guidance and in some cases a
toolbox of methods and techniques that can be used to demonstrate compliance with regulatory requirements
and approaches.
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“When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers,
you know something about it; but when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of
knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the state of
science.”
Lord Kelvin

1.1 Purpose
The licensee, through its Board of Directors and management system, has the responsibility
for safe and efficient operations. Risks associated with safeguarding nuclear material,
protection of the environment and the public, and the health and safety of individuals are
expected to be controlled to a high standard. To achieve this directors, senior managers and
decision makers at all levels need to have access to accurate and reliable performance
information.
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Step 9
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With this in mind, the purpose of this good practice guide is to help licensees develop,
implement and use safety performance indicators (SPIs) effectively. There are many sources
of guidance on the use of safety performance indicators specifically and performance
management and performance monitoring more generally, several of which are referenced in
this guide. The main remit of this guide is to present the good practices that have been tried
and tested specifically by UK nuclear licensees rather than to repeat what has been said
elsewhere.
This guide complements existing guidance and is intended to be used as a pick list of options
and opportunities to learn from, and potentially get help from, the wider UK nuclear sector
when a licensee is looking to improve its SPI arrangements or needs to address a particular
issue.

1.2 Introduction
Performance indicators are used widely across industry and business as part of monitoring
the effectiveness of systems, processes and practices to improve performance and ensure
required standards are met. To achieve this they need to accurately reflect defined
performance parameters and the underlying causes (good or bad) of that performance; and
be effectively integrated within the management decision making arrangements. So, whilst
the organisations represented on the SPISG are quite diverse and the specific SPIs used are
often very different, there are still many opportunities to help each other by replicating good
practices and sharing operating experience.
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1.3 Eleven principles for developing, using and managing SPIs
There are many good practices presented in this guide which one or more UK nuclear
licensees have found beneficial. In addition to these good practices the SPISG has identified
11 main principles which are considered to be the most important success factors when
developing, using and managing SPIs. These are;-

1

2

Principle 1 - The responsibilities, standards and supporting arrangements for
the development, use and oversight of SPIs should be defined as part of the
management system.
.
Principle 2 - SPIs should be developed and used as an integral part of the
organisations wider management review and performance improvement
arrangements. They should be used to support decision making in conjunction
with other appropriate performance information.

3

Principle 3 - SPIs should be developed and used in a way which maximises
ownership and engagement, and is aligned appropriately with responsibilities.

4

Principle 4 - The need for performance monitoring should be established
objectively based on the wider business need including the hazard profile of
the organisation.

5

Principle 5 - The SPI framework should include a combination of short and
long term, leading and lagging indicators with established causal links between
them.

6

Principle 6 - SPIs should be owned by the individual who has the
accountability for managing the performance described by the SPI.

7

Principle 7 - SPIs should be measured, monitored, and reported on a routine
basis.

8

Principle 8 - Individual SPIs should be clearly defined and recorded within
the management system.

9

Principle 9 - Communication of SPI performance should be clear, concise
and consistently reported.

10

Principle 10 - SPIs should be used in conjunction with other information to
inform management review and decision making.

11

Principle 11 - SPIs should be subject to regular review so that the SPIs
individually and collectively evolve based on the needs and strategic direction
of the organisation. The review should include removing obsolete measures,
improving existing measures and developing new measures.
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“If you can measure it, you can improve it”
Peter Drucker
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2.1. National and International Guidance
The three main guidance references that are applicable to the development and use of SPIs
in the nuclear industry and that have been considered as a start point for this guide are:
• IAEA-TECDOC-1141, Operational Safety Performance Indicators for Nuclear
Power Plants, IAEA 2000
• HSG254, Developing Process Safety Indicators: A Step-by-step Guide for
Chemical and Major Hazard Industries, UK HSE 2006
• ONR-OPEX-IN-002 (Rev 3), ONR Inspection and Use of Licensee Safety
Performance Indicators (SPls), ONR 2013 (Previously INS/035, 2011)

In 2000, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) published guidance on
Operational Safety Performance Indicators for Nuclear Power Plants (IAEA-TECDOC1141). The document presents an indicator framework designed to provide a comprehensive
picture of key aspects of safe nuclear plant performance. The following attributes are
presented as part of a set of operational safety performance indicators in this framework:
• Sustained Excellence of Operation
• Control of Hazards
• Positive Safety Culture
The framework diagram from the IAEA TECDOC is shown below. More detail for each
attribute is provided in Appendix A.

NUCLEAR SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FRAMEWORK
Nuclear Safety Performance

Programme
Delivery

Status of
plant
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Environment
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The ONR, in consultation with the UK SDF tailored the IAEA TECDOC-1141 framework,
which was originally designed with nuclear power plant operations in mind, and broadened
the application to the wider nuclear industry. This is detailed in ‘ONR inspection and use of
licensee safety performance indicators’ (ref 2). For each Attribute, a number of Overall and
Strategic Indicator topics are identified which are generic to the nuclear sector.
All licensees are expected to map their SPIs against this framework as part of ensuring their
approach is complete and balanced and to have arrangements in place for developing and
using SPIs effectively.

2.3. Use of SPIs within the performance management framework
It is up to organisations to establish the
organisational needs, direction and
context within which SPIs are developed
and used. This is usually done by defining
parameters such as a vision, goals,
strategy, values, aspirations, objectives
and priorities or focus areas etc.
A key enabler to successful metrics and
measures including SPIs is a clear
understanding throughout of what the
organisation is seeking to achieve, what
benchmarks and standards are to be used
and what success looks like. The
parameters defined to establish the
strategic direction of the organisation
provide the environment within which
SPIs are developed and used.
Establishing a strategic direction is
considered a prerequisite for the
development of SPIs. This guide assumes
that such arrangements are in place and
that organisations follow a structured
plan, do, check, act improvement cycle.
The principle role of SPIs being to
support the ‘check’ step of this cycle:
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Act

Do

Check

Safety Performance
Indicators primarily support
the “Check” element

In 2015 most component parts of the nuclear sector are represented on the SPISG, covering
areas as diverse as:
 fuel enrichment and fuel assembly fabrication
 fuel reprocessing
 civil nuclear power plant development, operations and decommissioning
 waste management and disposal
 development and operational support for submarine nuclear power systems
 defence industry systems support
 healthcare applications.
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2.4. The origin of the good practice presented in this guide
The good practices presented in this guide have been proposed by individual SPISG
members and reviewed by the SPISG to ensure that they have value for the wider nuclear
sector. Whilst the guide has been written in a way which provides a complete methodology
for developing and using SPIs this has principally been done to provide a logical structure to
present the good practices. It is expected that the guide is used in a targeted way with
licensees replicating the practices that are most valuable to them on a ‘pick and mix’ basis.
In some cases, direct contact between organisations may be desirable to ensure that the
particular context is understood and full value is obtained. UK nuclear licensees can arrange
this through their SPI sub group representative or the SPI sub group chairperson.
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The SPISG has developed a generic methodology for developing, implementing and
managing SPIs. The main purpose of this is to enable the good practices to be presented in
context and in a structured manner. It may also be useful to help licensees ‘map out’ a
structured approach for the development and use of SPIs but is not intended to be taken
literally or as a required standard. Whilst it is considered useful to provide a common
language individual licensees will likely have their own arrangements which are applied
locally.
The generic methodology used by the SPISG is presented below. Section 3 contains a sub
section describing each step in the process. Each sub section includes the relevant
principle(s), a description of what is required at each step, a list of the good practices
identified within one or more UK nuclear licensees and a reference to other guidance which
may be useful.
3.3 Identify need
for performance monitoring

3.4 Identify performance
drivers and causes

3.1 Governance and Oversight

Governance & Oversight – SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

3. A generic methodology for developing, using and managing SPIs

3.5 Identify ownership and
means of assessing & measuring
performance

Is an SPI
required?

NO

3.6 Other (non SPI) means of
assessing and measuring
performance

YES
3.7 Create definition

3.8 Effective presentation

3.9 Deployment

3.11 Review

3.2 Engagement
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3.10 Report SPI performance
within management review

Governance
requirements
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“It is better to be approximately right than precisely wrong”

Step 4

Warren Buffett
Step 5

Alignment to the 11 Principles
1

2

Step 6

Principle 1 - The responsibilities, standards and supporting arrangements for
the development, use and oversight of SPIs should be defined as part of the
management system.
Principle 2 - SPIs should be developed and used as an integral part of the
organisations wider management review and performance improvement
arrangements. They should be used to support decision making in conjunction
with other appropriate performance information

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9
Step 10

Step 11

3.1 Governance & Oversight
ONR expect licensees to have a defined process for the development, collection, use and
management of safety performance indicators (ref 2). It is also necessary to establish the
means for this so that the organisation can internally align its priorities and practices and
coordinate its activities in this area.

Good Practice
• 3.1.1 - Knowledge of the SPI system and how SPIs are created and used is recorded and
shared appropriately across the organisation to provide resilience and avoid singleton
expertise.
• 3.1.2 - SPIs are normally mapped to an appropriate framework to apply a systematic
approach and minimise safety performance gaps. Licensees can use what is most
appropriate to their own organisation, recognising that it is an ONR expectation to map
against the ONR Nuclear Safety Performance Indicator Framework.
• 3.1.3 - When considering establishing SPIs for a group of sites it is important to strike a
balance between consistency across the sites and maintaining sufficient flexibility to deal
with specific site needs.
• 3.1.4 - Whatever tool or method is used to collate and measure SPIs it is important to
undertake assurance checks to ensure the data being fed into the tool is valid, and also
that the output of the tool directs the organisation in the right area/direction.
• 3.1.5 - It is considered vital that senior management buy in to the SPI system and the
individual SPIs and actively sponsor both.
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Reference to other guidance
• Ref.1 – IAEA-TECDOC-1141 dated 2000, Operational Safety Performance Indicators
for Nuclear Power Plants.
• Ref.2 – ONR-OPEX-IN-002 – Guidance and expectations on use of SPIs by UK Nuclear
Licensees.
• Ref.6 – HSG254 – Provides advice on SPI Systems and management arrangements.

Credits: BAE SYSTEMS
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“Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress, working together
is success”
Henry Ford

Alignment to the 11 Principles
3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Principle 3 - SPIs should be developed and used in a way which maximises
ownership and engagement, and is aligned appropriately with responsibilities

Step 7

Step 8

3.2 Engagement
Through employee engagement, organisations can embed the necessary capabilities and
competencies to grow a performance improvement culture at all levels. This can have the
benefit of enabling problems to be addressed and improvement delivered locally without the
need for more senior management intervention. If this approach is taken it is important to
ensure that the process of seeking input, using that input and communicating what has and
hasn’t been done and why is carefully facilitated and diligently followed. This is to ensure that
expectations, once raised, can be met and employees see the value and a benefit from
expending effort engaging with the approach.
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Employees are often the best people to
understand the risks and other factors
affecting performance in their workplace.
As a result they are often in an ideal
position to assist with the development
and use of SPIs.
SPI information should be readily
available in a consumable format to all
relevant or potentially affected
departments and groups and the use of
SPIs locally should be integrated with
decision making on priorities and
progress review in a similar way to that
undertaken for management decision
making and management review.
Credits: EDF ENERGY
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Reference to other guidance
• Ref.3 – UK HSE (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996 (as amended)
• Ref.4 – Safety Representatives and Safety Committee Regulations 1977 (as amended)
• Ref.5 – ACOP L146 Consulting Workers on Health and Safety, Oct 2014

Credits: EDF ENERGY
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Indentifying the
need
“Make your work to be in keeping with your purpose”

Intro
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Leonardo da Vinci
Step 4

Alignment to the 11 Principles
Principle 4 – The need for performance monitoring should be established
objectively based on the wider business need including the hazard profile of
the organisation

4

3.3 Identify the Need for Performance Monitoring
Performance monitoring includes a balance of qualitative and quantitative information that
enables the organisation to take the right decisions to deliver a sustained improvement in
performance. Performance monitoring is fundamental to understanding and sustaining
business performance. The need is likely to involve some kind of gap analysis and be
established from a number of sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisational goals, improvement strategy and objectives
The hazard profile of the organisation
A desire to understand and manage current performance
A desire to improve performance and strive for excellence in a key area
Providing confidence in a focus item in the business plan (e.g. a specific project or
initiative)
A desire to monitor compliance of a particular value or trend in the business
A governance or oversight requirement
A response to an identified adverse condition (e.g. event, audit finding or Operational
Experience Feedback)
A direct requirement from an external stakeholder/customer/Parent Body
Organisation
A regulatory expectation.
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Good Practice
• 3.3.1 - SPIs should be aligned to the defined purpose and direction of the organisation.
For example, vision, mission, strategy, objectives or focus areas etc.
• 3.3.2 - Safety Cases can be utilised to highlight where early warnings might arise – leading
to the creation of process deviation indicators.
• 3.3.3 - Consider the use of focused, short term SPIs in order to analyse a particular issue
or to support a particular project.
• 3.3.4 - Consider the use of longer term SPIs and other assessment means (described in
Section 3.6) that can give insights of underlying issues connected with organisational
effectiveness and nuclear safety culture

Credits: BAE SYSTEMS

Reference to other guidance

• Ref 6 - HSG 254 - The organisation needs to decide on the required extent of the
arrangements for the development and use of SPIs, this could vary from a ‘one man band’
to an extensive team. So, careful consideration should be given to the level of resource
applied. This should be appropriate to the risk of the business and the quality of the
required output.
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“Life can only be understood backwards; but it can only be lived forwards”
Soren Kierkegaard

Step 4

Step 5

Alignment to the 11 Principles
5

Principle 5 – The SPI framework should include a combination of short and
long term, leading and lagging indicators with established cause-effect links
between them.

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

3.4 Identify Performance Drivers/Root Cause
Once the general need for performance monitoring has been recognised, it is important to
identify with confidence what is driving that performance and what needs to be done to
improve and identify the principal factors affecting the desired performance. There needs to
be a strong evidence-based link between what is being measured and its impact on business
results (e.g. safety performance). A well-publicised SPI can significantly influence what gets
attention in terms of management focus and organisational resources. This can lead to
significant improvement but only if the SPI measures the right thing in the right way. Several
analysis tools and techniques are available to identify and verify performance causes and
drivers. Amongst the UK licensees the most common tools and techniques used are;• Causal analysis/cause-effect analysis
• Hazard/risk analysis (ref 6)
• Behavioural analysis (ref 12)
• Operational management/process management (ref 9, 10)
Analysis should be undertaken to ensure the SPI proposed will provide the information
required and that the information is not already being collected by another SPI or other
means. It may be simpler to adjust existing SPIs if this is the case. Maintaining a large suite
of SPIs takes effort and can distract the organisation and lead to more initiatives being
generated. Focus should be put on the few critical issues. It is not practicable or necessary to
measure everything. However, the adequacy of coverage against the UK Nuclear Industry
framework should be borne in mind. Consideration should also be given to what success
looks like and what controls are in place to achieve success. This can also help with the
generation of early warning leading indicators. In addition to getting the right SPIs it is also
important to generate adequate consensus of key stakeholders. Nominating a steward or
champion at this stage to help the SPI owner can help facilitate this.
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Leading and Lagging Indicators
Care is often needed when describing indicators as leading or lagging. The context can be
instrumental in influencing the judgement of what is leading and what is lagging. For
example, it is always possible to ask another ‘why?’ question that leads further upstream to
progressively more leading indicators. What is primarily important is to establish the cause –
effect links with confidence through good analysis and establish SPIs around what is most
actionable. Whether leading or lagging, all indicators must be considered as inputs to decision
making. No single indicator should ever be used as a golden bullet that singularly defines
performance. In general indicators can be considered to be leading when they are:
• Recognised precursors for failures or events. This is especially true in process-based
plants where there may be well established failure mechanisms that give warnings of an
imminent failure.
• Warning of eroding margins such as plant operating results which are within tolerance
but which are showing evidence of a trend that may indicate a potential future failure.
Often these indicators are weak signals that require careful and sustained scrutiny.
• Warning of deteriorating culture or behaviours. Again these may be weak signals and
may be constrained to one team or function. Use of multiple indications that give
confirmatory evidence is useful in this situation.
• Identifying potential issues which may not have a direct impact on an activity but which
may affect risk profiles; for example inability to recruit staff or an aging workforce may
indicate a future threat even if the nuclear baseline is not affected at present.
• Indicators which are giving contradictory indications may also be indicative of a hidden
issue with potential for future failure; conversely avoid a false sense of security when all
indicators are positive.

Good Practice
• 3.4.1 - Consider the extent that SPIs are both interrelated and inter-dependent, and of
the need to consider the cumulative effect.
• 3.4.2 - Consider the behavioural and cultural characteristics and traits that are required to
underpin the required level of performance whilst being mindful of potential unintended
consequences. For example, driving exclusively or predominantly to tactical process
indicators and the need to maintain and promote an open reporting culture.
• 3.4.3 - Avoid the use of SPIs that measure things that never happen – data gathered will
not indicate a problem until it happens, unless it is supported by a lower level ‘near miss’
type measure.

Reference to other guidance

• HSG 254 - Provides advice on the selection of a ‘steward’ or ‘champion’ , involving
senior managers/directors and setting the scope and selecting the right SPI
• ONR-OPEX-IN-002 - Recommends that consideration must be given to what can go
wrong and where, and importance of establishing how and where SPIs will be reported
(and who the decision making bodies are).
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“Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not”
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Galileo Galilei
Step 5

Alignment to the 11 Principles
6
7

Principle 6 –SPIs should be owned by the individual who has the
accountability for managing the performance described by the SPI
Principle 7 – SPIs should be measured, monitored, and reported on a routine
basis.

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

3.5 Identify Ownership and means of assessing and measuring
performance
Ownership of a particular SPI needs to be established so that one person has responsibility
for the indicator. This clearly should be aligned to the accountability for managing the
performance portrayed by that indicator. This should be at a level appropriate with the
sphere of control and influence necessary to prioritise and direct resources to deliver the
required performance on behalf of the business. For this reason SPIs covering fundamental
business results such as accident rates, productivity, trip rates and compliance with legislation
are likely to require ownership at a senior management or director level.
The question of how performance could be monitored and whether an SPI is the best fit
option should be answered by the person responsible for that performance using analysis
that provides a clear understanding of what is actually creating the performance challenge or
requirement. The following should be considered in determining whether a SPI is a good fit:
• How the area for improvement can be measured in a way that makes it easier for
leaders to promote the right behaviour
• Extent that appropriate data is available, or is capable of being collected and not
susceptible to manipulation or misinterpretation
• Extent that oversight is in place or available and adequate to maintain the integrity of
the indicator
• Extent that the SPI will be meaningful and understood
• Ease of integrating the SPI into existing decision making arrangements & alignment of
reporting frequency with the rate the performance trend is likely to change
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In addition to the technical aspects of the indicator discussed above it is also necessary to
consider how the interactions with stakeholders will be managed. For example;• How will information be shared and with whom?
• What on-going discussions are required to improve performance and how?
• What questions might people have about performance assessment and SPI selection
for their own understanding and for onward communication and implementation?
Workforce understanding and engagement can also be an important enabler at this stage. If
people are expected to act differently they will be better placed to do this if they understand
what the organisational need/performance gap is, why it is important to the business, how it
will be assessed and what will be expected of them. This could include discussion of the
following topics, amongst others;• What aspects of the work process do they feel need more oversight or attention?
• What does good practice look like and how could it be measured?
• Do they have any concerns about any aspects in their work area?
• What would they like to see measured within their work arena?
• What influences the behaviour and practices in their work area?

Good Practice
• 3.5.1 - There should be consensus agreement from the stakeholders including the
workforce on how performance will be assessed, and whether an SPI should be part of
this. This allows people to contribute and is likely to increase their willingness to take
ownership, increase the likelihood that organisational information collection will be
accurate and acted on in a way that delivers the desired outcomes.
• 3.5.2 - The timing of any assessment needs to be considered, particularly where seeking
employee’s views which through surveys etc, can be affected by factors such as proximity
to pay review periods, reorganisations (especially if this includes redundancy) and other
external factors.
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Other means of
assessing performance
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“Not everything that counts can be counted and not everything that can be
counted counts”
Albert Einstein

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

3.6 Other non-SPI Means of Assessing Performance
There are many other appropriate ways of assessing and presenting performance that are
used to support management decision making alongside SPIs. Some of these don’t always
lend themselves easily to quantification or being structured as an SPI. For example;-

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

• Self-assessment or performance evaluation against a recognised standard.
• Benchmarking.
• Performance trending (e.g. of adverse condition reports), including cognitive trending.
• Third party and external audit from an accredited body.
• Internal audit.
• Results of event investigations.
• Internal and externally generated operating experience.
• Routine plant performance monitoring.
• Staff surveys (e.g. safety culture surveys and engagement surveys).
• Peer reviews (e.g. WANO).
• Task observations, process walk downs, workplace safety inspections and other
qualitative measures.

Good Practice
• 3.6.1 - It should be clear how the proposed method of assessment positively helps
encourage the practices and behaviours necessary to deliver the required performance.
• 3.6.2 - Pre- and post-assessments can be used to assess the impact of a particular
improvement initiative. For example, pre job briefs and post job debriefs.
• 3.6.3 - Careful consideration should be given to using an appropriate assessment method.
Some aspects may be better assessed through qualitative methods such as surveys,
interviews, questionnaires, focus groups, etc which may not fit easily with one production
of an SPI. This may require a different approach for different parts of the organisation.
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Defining an
SPI

Intro

SPI
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Step 3

“When the meaning is unclear there is no meaning”
Martin Rubin

Alignment to the 11 Principles
8

Step 4

Step 5

Principle 8 – SPIs should be clearly defined and recorded within the
management system.

Step 6

Step 7

3.7 Create a Definition
It is important to have a clear rationale recorded describing the purpose of each SPI and how
it will be applied. One approach is to use a standard datasheet to ensure all the required
details are recorded and have consistency across the suite of SPIs being deployed. Such an
approach is a useful discipline to help explain the purpose and mechanics of the SPI. UK
licensees commonly collect information relating to the following as part of defining their
SPIs;• The objective (explaining what it will measure, how it supports the delivery of a the
objective, and possibly how it is expected to influence practice or behaviour).
• A title and reference number linked to the official document management system.
• The performance owner (this is the person that is responsible for the performance
portrayed by the SPI).
• The data owner (this is the person that is responsible for maintenance of the SPI and
data input).
• A definition description specifying the formula and formula components.
• Reference to the wider SPI/KPI system (e.g. map to the ONR Nuclear Safety
Performance Indicator Framework).
• The reporting period (weekly/monthly, etc.).
• Where it sits within the organisation (Operations, Maintenance etc.).
• Justification and robustness of its selection.
• How the information will be captured from the source (electronic transfer or manual
input from a defined source) and where it will be stored.
• How the information will be reported.
• What type of indicator it is (how it fits into the wider framework, if it is leading or
lagging etc)
• The target or threshold setting for good/poor performance and the rationale behind it.
• What will happen if the threshold is exceeded and/or who should be notified.
• Detail of any aggregation method (if required) (e.g. count/sum/rolling/ two
monthly/total, etc.).
• Period of review, the method of display and any weighting to be applied.
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Good Practice
• 3.7.1 - SPIs should be informed by a relevant subject matter expert who is accountable
for provision and interpretation of the data to the senior manager who owns the SPI
performance overall. The person who is responsible for the performance depicted by the
SPI should also be identified (they may not be the same person).
• 3.7.2 - Rolling 12 month or similar aggregated data is considered to be useful to show
performance trends in varied and infrequent data and identify outlier data.
• 3.7.3 - Avoid the use of Financial Year To Date data that builds up then resets to zero at
the start of the next financial year, unless longer term performance trends are also made
available.
• 3.7.4 - When setting SPI thresholds it is useful to benchmark against similar Licensees or
use national or international standards (e.g. WANO). This can help identify what is
possible and what constitutes excellent performance. It can also help avoid inadvertently
restricting future improvement by being too internally focused.
• 3.7.5 - Ideal characteristics of an SPI might include:
o Relevant and Meaningful – typically, the indicator should only measure one thing
(Injury Rate, defect backlog etc.).
o Industry Standard – use these measures where possible (e.g. Total Recordable
Injury Rate/ISAR/International Nuclear Event Scale 1, etc.).
o Timely – the indicator provides information when needed based upon the purpose
of the indicator and the needs of the intended audience.
o Easy to Use – indicators that are hard to measure or derive are less likely to be
measured or less likely to be measured correctly.
o Repeatable – similar conditions will provide similar results and different trained
personnel measuring the same event or data point will obtain the same result.
o Positive Measure – negative attributes of human performance should be avoided
as they can have a negative or detrimental impact on human performance.
• 3.7.6 - Weighting of SPIs can be useful to help give priority to the most important SPIs,
but this needs to be applied with caution to ensure emerging trends in lower level SPIs are
identified and addressed.
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Presenting
SPIs
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“The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion it has taken place ”
George Bernard Shaw

Alignment to the 11 Principles
9

Principle 9 – Communication of SPI performance should be clear, concise
and consistently reported.

3.8 Effective Presentation
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Step 4
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Effective presentation is important to present the SPI information in the best way possible
for the target audience. The aim being to inform decision making and performance
improvement actions as clearly and efficiently as possible. The development of an
appropriate suite of SPIs to assist in the assessment of the ‘health’ of an organisation,
covering the full extent of requirements identified in the SPI framework may result in many
tens of SPIs. Consequently, care needs to be taken in deciding how to effectively present the
output. A balance needs to be achieved between simplicity of presentation and providing
sufficient information to allow an informed judgement. As a result more than one format
may be required.

Step 8

Step 9
Step 10

Step 11

Glossary

SPIs should be used at different levels within the organisation to help manage nuclear safety.
When deciding on the optimal way to present information it is important to consider who
the output from the SPIs are being presented to and for what reasons. Senior managers or
scrutiny committees within an organisation usually need to have a broad comprehensive
picture. Managers focusing on specific plant or aspects of a management system may require
more specific focused information.
SPIs can also be used to assist in the engagement of the workforce. Ideally, SPI information
should be readily available to all relevant or potentially affected departments and groups.
The use of SPIs locally should be integrated with decision making on priorities and progress
review in the same way as is undertaken for management decision making and management
review. The reporting of SPIs to the public is outside the scope of this guidance.
It is recommended that SPIs are presented within a meaningful framework to put them in
context and ensure adequate coverage across all the important nuclear safety-related areas of
business performance. The Safety Performance Indicator Framework (Appendix A) could
be used, possibly in addition to any other framework suited to the specific organisation. It is
an ONR expectation that SPIs are mapped onto the ONR Nuclear Safety Performance
Indicator Framework as part of confirming that all the nuclear safety-related areas are
adequately covered and a balanced view is provided.
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If a bespoke framework is developed the organisation may also wish to take account of
available guidance. Licensees have found the following references particularly useful:
• Managing the Risk of Organisational Accidents (James Reason 1997). (Ref 13)
• US Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) - Final Report TR-107315 Guidelines
For Leading Indicators of Human Performance (Dated October 1999). (Ref 16)
• High Level Framework for Process Management (The Energy Institute, dated
December 2010).
SPIs are only one of the means of obtaining information on the health and performance of
the organisation. Ideally the way SPI output is reported should complement that of other
findings. For example, the organisational root causes of event investigations, audit and
inspection programmes, etc. Consequently, the organisation should consider the output
from these other sources when reporting SPI data and vice versa.
A dashboard can provide a visual display of the most important information needed to
achieve one or more objectives; consolidated and arranged on a single screen so the
information can be monitored at a glance (see ref 8). This publication also provides general
guidance on the effective visual communication of data through dashboards, including
common pitfalls.
The use of colour coded zones (e.g. red/amber/green and possibly white or blue traffic
lights) to report on performance can greatly help rapid interpretation of the significance of
the results so that performance outliers can be identified quickly. The number and colour of
zones is down to the individual organisation. It is typical to have three or four zones.
There are a number of software packages that can extract information electronically from
different sources and display the information appropriately on dashboards and charts. This
reduces the collection burden and reduces the risk of data errors.
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Good Practice

Intro

• 3.8.1 - Trend charts should be used to judge the extent that performance is changing
over time. This is helpful to both identify any potential adverse trends in performance and
also to judge the effectiveness of improvement actions.

SPI

Step 1

• 3.8.2 - When using the traffic light Red/Amber/Green (RAG) format to display data, it
is recommended that the letter (R, A or G) also be used as well as a colour code – this will
accommodate ‘greyscale’ printing and readers with difficulty distinguishing certain colours.

Step 2

Step 3

• 3.8.3 - Many Licensees employ a tiered structure to show how indicators are logically
linked. This can help explain the functional and cross functional relationship between
multiple indicators and sets or suites of indicators
• 3.8.4 - To effectively present SPI data it is important to remember the audience and tailor
the presentation style to suit its needs and expectations. For example, showing the ‘year to
date’ position may be best when reviewing progress against business plan targets;
alternatively showing 12 months or other aggregation performance trends may be more
useful when reviewing the effectiveness of improvement plans or programmes.
• 3.8.5 - Presentation of information can include comparisons or benchmarks with other
equivalent organisations for the same or similar measures. This can help appreciation of
the art of the possible as well as promoting sharing of good practice.
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Deployment
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“The effectiveness of work increases according to geometric progression if there
are no interruptions”
George Bernard Shaw

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

3.9 Deployment
Deployment involves preparing for the implementation of the SPI in the business including
reporting it through the management review arrangements.
Before deploying the SPI fully into the business, a local test run or pilot can be a good way to
ensure the indicator is fit for purpose. This limits the initial review to a small number of
stakeholders to ensure the SPI is adequately understood and useable before it is launched on
the wider organisation. For example, Fleet Process Owners, Steering Group, Owner,
Champion, Steward, etc. This also increases the likelihood that any questions relating to the
indicator and/or the performance it portrays can be quickly answered. It is important to
establish this level of understanding prior to launching the indicator so that the maximum
value is obtained in the performance management and decision making arena and time is not
wasted unnecessarily due to uncertainty with things like the definition, purpose or the
indicated performance.
Prior to deployment there should be a line of sight consistent understanding between the
owner, the appropriate stakeholders and the data owners regarding why the SPI is important
for the business, what is being measured why and how. It is highly recommended that any
significant issues with verification and validation should be identified and addressed at the
initial SPI test phase before formal deployment commences.
The following should also be considered before the SPI is formally deployed in the business;• How will the SPI enter the business?
• Should a phased roll-out-plan be considered?
• Should a training package be devised to support the SPI?
• Would the roll out benefit from a formal communications plan’?
• Is it easy for people to find the answers to likely questions?
It is also useful, at this stage, to consider if any current data collection process can be
withdrawn, subject to appropriate gap analysis. Data collection can be effort intensive and
possibly expensive so it is important to terminate collection of any redundant feeds.
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Good Practice
• 3.9.1 - In trialling the use of SPIs, several Licensees have utilised an ‘A’ suffix to the SPI
reference number in order to clearly show its trial status. Similarly an ‘R’ suffix may be
used for SPIs that have been retired.
• 3.9.2 - A longer trial period may be required for qualitative assessments, especially those
associated with behavioural/cultural issues. These are likely to require a longer trial
period than purely quantitative metrics and may also require verification and/or oversight
to ensure that any judgement behind the qualitative assessment is in accordance with the
specified criteria and consistently applied.
• 3.9.3 - In creating a new SPI, it is usually considered good practice to gather data over a
representative period prior to setting performance thresholds. SPIs often benefit from a
bedding-in period which can include identifying the normal performance range.
• 3.9.4 - A road map detailing where source data is gathered from and who is responsible
for that data is a useful tool to help with knowledge transfer.
• 3.9.5 - Workshops can be used to communicate with the wider workforce to explain
what the SPI is about, why it is important and to seek their views.
• 3.9.6 - Additional effort and attention may be needed to build trust and understanding of
staff and stakeholders for behavioural and cultural assessment, such as nuclear safety
culture surveys. This can encourage acceptance, address potential concerns, such as
whether completed surveys could be identified to specific individuals and encourage
participation. Providing feedback on the results of surveys is an important part of this.
• 3.9.7 - Deployment progress should be reviewed to ensure that any barriers or resistance
to effective implementation are identified and addressed early.
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“The price of light is less than the cost of darkness”

Step 4

Arthur C Nielson
Step 5

Step 6

Alignment to the 11 Principles

Step 7

10

Principle 10 – SPIs should be used in conjunction with other information to
inform management review and decision making

3.10 Report SPI performance within management review
Within this guide ‘management review’ is used as a general term to cover the activities of
management review, performance assessment and decision making. This includes
effectiveness review and any subsequent follow up actions that may be determined.
Every organisation has arrangements in place for identifying, assessing and addressing
performance issues. The management review approach will be dependent on the way
individual companies manage their reporting and use of performance information. It could be
that the assessment is made at a local level, with an overview by senior managers and directors
with line of sight responsibility. It is often useful to have a big picture view, on one page, of
SPI performance collectively. Dashboards are one way of providing a very simple, but high
impact visualisation of performance on a single page.
Typical reporting periods to senior managers and scrutiny committees are typically between
one and three months. Best endeavours need to be used to minimise the lag between the
collection of data and its reporting, with due consideration to the pace at which performance
is likely to change. Individual organisations will need to decide on a case-by-case basis whether
it is appropriate to use weighting or indexing when summarising the output from SPIs,
recognising that either could mask poor performance, good performance or both.
Furthermore, any scheme will be based on judgement so it is important to record the rationale
behind the weighting or indexing scheme.
SPIs should only be one input to the decision making process and other forms of assessment
are usually used in conjunction to obtain a balanced and validated view. For example, audit
findings, qualitative performance assessments, peer reviews, etc. This recognises that SPIs are
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one piece of the bigger jigsaw of safety performance management. Understanding of
behavioural and cultural issues are especially likely to benefit from a more holistic view
based on several sources of information.
Should other forms of assessment provide different or conflicting information, then it is
recommended that a review is conducted to understand and resolve the sources of the
differences.
Feedback and intelligence from the decision making process should be considered during the
review. Consideration should also be given to setting actions for each SPI should the
thresholds be exceeded, where this can be determined in advance. These actions should be
agreed at the appropriate management level. As well as presenting the values for SPIs for
the latest reporting period, it is also important to analyse the trend of an SPI over a longer
period, such as a rolling twelve month window or a typical operating cycle as appropriate.
It is recommended that integration of SPIs with the management review process happens in
a joined up way between departments and between levels (i.e. horizontally as well as
vertically, as shown below), so that the SPIs help establish and maintain organisational
alignment cross-functionally as well as functionally/through the line.
SENIOR. LEADER
DEPT. LEADER

DEPT. LEADER

DEPT. LEADER

DEPT. LEADER

DEPT. LEADER

LINE MANAGER

LINE MANAGER

LINE MANAGER

LINE MANAGER

LINE MANAGER

TEAM MEMBER

TEAM MEMBER

TEAM MEMBER

TEAM MEMBER

TEAM MEMBER

SPI Engagement horizontally and vertically in an organisation
In addition to integrating SPI reporting with management review there is also the
opportunity to communicate performance information at a working level. If this is done
effectively then the organisation can increase the likelihood both that potential adverse
conditions are identified and addressed at a lower level in the organisation, and that
improvement opportunities are better identified and acted upon. Licensees have adopted
the following approaches to achieve this;• Company intranet sites with health and safety information are convenient as they can
feature news and request the views of all your staff. Keeping the information updated and
drawing attention to new material helps to maintain interest and confidence in the reliability
of the site. Of course, it is important to ensure that the target audience has access and
knows the information site is available.
• Staff surveys can be useful tools for consulting the workforce. Recognising that results can
be affected by the underlying level of alignment, engagement and trust. External
organisations can be used to run the staff survey so employees feel they can say what they
really think confidentially.
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• Employee suggestion schemes can be useful if they are regularly used and acted upon.
However, they may not add value if employees believe either that they will not make a
difference or a good relationship exists already without the need for a suggestion box.
• Notice boards, newsletters on online systems (IT) can be useful for sharing information as
part of the consultation process, particularly if used together with other methods as this
increases the chance of getting the messages across.
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Good Practice
• 3.10.1 - To avoid data overload for decision makers, some Licensees’ reporting focuses
on a set number of worst performing indicators for a period. It is considered good
practice to also look at the best performing indicators so that good performance is also
recognised and promoted further.
• 3.10.2 – An indicator showing less than desired performance is not necessarily noncompliant or adverse. For example, an increase in the number of reported events could be
indicative of an improving open reporting culture.
• 3.10.3 - When reviewing SPI performance it is important to focus on the green
performers as much as the red performers and ensure that good performance gets
adequately recognised and promoted. It may also be appropriate to challenge whether
what good looks like is adequately understood and whether the green traffic light
threshold is adequately challenging.
• 3.10.4 - The practice of filtering the SPI data and only sharing that which is directly
relevant is a good approach, providing that people are aware of how they can view the
totality of metrics if they need to.
• 3.10.5 - Work groups can be set up to tackle specific health and safety issues and explore
ways of making a difference. The employees involved in the group should be directly
involved with the SPIs being discussed so they can actively contribute to solutions.
• 3.10.6 - Appropriate assessment techniques and skills should be applied for the data
being analysed. This is particularly important for qualitative data that relates to behaviour
and culture. Behavioural analysis in particular may benefit from support by a suitably
qualified person, for example an occupational psychologist or similar.
• 3.10.7 - When analysing performance information consider how this reflects on the
effectiveness of previous improvement actions.
• 3.10.8 - Actions indicated by analysis of SPIs are captured and tracked by an appropriate
method.
• 3.10.9 - Horizontal engagement or cross-functional engagement in the performance
improvement cycle should be promoted in addition to vertical performance review.
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Reference to other guidance
• HSG254
o Suggests graphs, charts, dashboards, traffic lights or smiley/sad faces are used to
represent data and flag alert levels.
o States management should regularly receive key SPI information to inform their
decision making on corrective and preventative actions.
o Considerations that help decide whether to set indicators at organisation, site or
installation/plant level.
• ONR-OPEX-IN-002
o States that it is important to establish how and where SPIs will be reported, i.e. the
relevant decision making bodies; also sufficient analysis should be included in
reports to enable actions to be taken to deal with concerns.
o Provides advice on what should be part of the decision making process.

Credits: EDF ENERGY
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“A good athlete always mentally replays a competition over and over, even in
victory, to see what might be done to improve the performance the next time”
Frank Shorter

Step 4

Step 5

Alignment to the 11 Principles
11

Step 3

Principle 11 - SPIs should be subject to regular review so that the SPIs
individually and collectively evolve based on the needs and strategic direction
of the organisation. The review should include removing obsolete measures,
improving existing measures and developing new measures

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

3.11 SPI Review

Step 9

After a defined period the SPI should be reviewed and an assessment made of its
effectiveness in comparison to what it was originally intended to achieve. It may make sense
to do this for SPIs collectively, for instance as part of the annual business planning review.

Step 10

Step 11

The SPI review could consider the extent that the SPI;• is supporting decision making leading to the right action & sustainable improvement
• is being used effectively by leaders to drive the desired behaviours and outcomes
• thresholds need to be amended
• should or could be removed from the data collection process altogether
• can replace/modify existing data collection streams
• would benefit from the development of any daughter SPIs
During the review consideration should be given to the needs of current and future
improvement objectives and programmes and how SPIs could be developed to help leaders
influence successful outcomes in these areas. It is also recommended that following a
significant incident, a review of the SPIs should be undertaken to understand the extent that
SPIs could have been used to identify an emerging adverse trend or condition. It has been
identified after the event by many major accident Inquiries that SPls could have been used
more effectively to detect early warning signs, mitigate and/or prevent the accident.
The following is worth considering:
• Were early warning signs shown in the SPls, and if these had been acted on could the
incident have been prevented or mitigated?
• Did the information show maintenance backlogs, missed inspections, etc.?
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• Has the SPI process and system been reviewed in light of the incident to increase the
likelihood that early warning signs will be picked up and acted on more effectively in
future?
• Can any SPls be identified which would help to avoid a recurrence?
• Could SPls be used to monitor the effective implementation of recommendations and
remedial measures?
• It is important to distinguish between a gap in the SPI system and a gap in quality of
practice (e.g. inattention to detail or failure to act decisively on warning flags present in
the system). The required preventative actions are likely to be different if the causes are
due to the quality of work practices rather than process or equipment deficiencies.
Once the formal review has been completed it is again a vital part of the engagement process
to feedback any changes or updates to the workforce as a whole and particularly those most
affected.

Good Practice
• 3.11.1 - When introducing new SPIs it is advisable to look for existing SPIs that may be
retired in order to avoid an ever expanding data set.
• 3.11.2 - Documenting the process for the rationale, analysis and maintenance of SPIs is
useful when reviewing if an SPI has met its objective.
• 3.11.3 - When reviewing an SPI’s usefulness it is important to use cross-functional input
from the stakeholders including the workforce to identify all improvement options.
• 3.11.4 - Informing people who are going to participate in the review what is expected of
them before the review starts. This gives people a chance to prepare, think about their
responses in advance and seek the comments of their peers if appropriate.
• 3.11.5 - Cultural and behavioural performance metrics and assessments require a
consistent approach over time to provide meaningful management trends and
information. Therefore a long term view should be taken before introducing changes.

Reference to other guidance
• HSG254 –
o Provides advice on risk reviews and outcomes.
o Provides advice on how the full suite of indicators should be reviewed to ensure
the early assumptions made remain valid and no additional risks have been
introduced.
o Provides advice on setting and resetting thresholds and tuning thresholds based
on operating experience.
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Terms used in this document
ARM
BAT
DECC
DACR
EPRI
ERI
FYTD
GPG
HSE
HSG
IAEA
INES
INPO
ISAR
KPI
LfE
MHSWR
NII
NSC
OFI
ONR
OPEX
PPE
RAG
RIDDOR
RNIP
SDF
SPI
SPISG
SQEP
TRIR
WANO

Assurance Review Meeting
Best Available Technique
Department of Energy and Climate Change (UK government department)
Days away case rate
Electrical Power Research Institute
Equipment reliability index
Financial Year To Date
Good Practice Guide
Health and Safety Executive
HSE Health & Safety Guidance
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Nuclear Event Scale
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
Industrial safety accident rate
Key Performance Indicator
Learning from Experience
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (ONR since April 2011)
Nuclear Safety Committee
Operational Focus Indicator
Office for Nuclear Regulation (NII prior to April 2011)
Operational Experience (also OE)
Personal protective equipment
Red/Amber/Green
Reporting of injuries, disease, dangerous occurance regulations
Regulatory nuclear interface protocol
Safety Directors’ Forum
Safety Performance Indicator
Safety Performance Indicator Sub-Group
Suitably qualified & experienced person(s)
Total recordable injury rate
World Association of Nuclear Operators
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Appendix A

Intro

SPI

Step 1

This appendix provides a selection of typical SPIs used by UK Nuclear Licencees. These are
arranged using the SPI Framework below:

NUCLEAR SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FRAMEWORK

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Nuclear Safety Performance

Step 5

Sustained excellence
of operation
Programme
Delivery

Status of
plant

Events

Control of
Hazards

Public

Workers

Attributes of
Nuclear Safety
Performance

Positive Safety
Culture
Environment
(Radioactive
Waste
Management)

Leadership

Capable
Organisation

Decision
Making

Learning
from
experience

Overall
Indicators

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8
Strategic
Indicators
Step 9
Step 10

Appendix A Part A1: SUSTAINED EXCELLENCE OF OPERATION
FRAMEWORK
Sustained Excellence of Operation
Programme Delivery
Operating Performance
Compare the actual plant performance to that planned

Examples:
• Plant availability or reliability - % of planned downtime and/or unplanned downtime
against maximum capability or planned availability
• Trip rates or % time affected by unplanned forced outages or (downtime)
• Plant configuration – number of times or rate that plant misconfigured
• % correct procedures are in place (work scheduled with correct procedure)
• Number of rework hours or rework tasks
• Procedural quality issues
• Operating rule breaches or non-conformances with licence condition 23
• % of work instructions in date or within specified review period
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Appendix– SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Decommissioning Performance
Compare progress with decommissioning preparations & actual progress to that planned

Examples:
•Key milestones delivered to target
•Performance against schedule index
•Cost performance v budget
•Hazard reduction (number of hazards identified & number mitigated)
•Dose uptake compared to budget

CONSTRUCTION/COMMISSIONING PERFORMANCE
Compare actual progress with construction and commissioning of new plant to that
planned (excludes plant for radioactive waste management and decommissioning)

Examples:
• % key milestones delivered to target or plan
• Performance against schedule
• Number of significant deficient conditions identified during testing or commissioning
• Cost performance v budget
• Hazard reduction (number of hazards identified & number mitigated)
• Dose uptake compared to budget
• BAT Performance
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Sustained Excellence of Operation
STATUS OF PLANT
MAINTENANCE
Effectiveness of the maintenance of nuclear safety related plant
(planning and execution)

Examples:
• Number or frequency of events or incidents where deficiencies with maintenance quality
identified as a factor
• Number of significant maintenance quality issues identified through the ‘leader in the
field’ or task observation programme
• % number of plant walk downs (by plant specialists) compared to schedule
• Number of operator burdens or work-arounds
• Number or frequency of unexpected breakdowns of safety related plant
• Number of maintenance concessions
• Number or hours of maintenance rework tasks
• Maintenance backlog/defect backlog
• Maintenance productivity (tasks per day)
• % of maintenance schedule tasks completed within 50% of tolerance
• Periodicity of filter changes compared to plan/expected
• % adherence to the planned work schedule
• Availability of back-up services
• % unavailability of key services or plant/equipment
• % maintenance downtime
• Number or rate of failure of safety mechanisms, devices and circuits
• Number of maintenance tasks cancelled or postponed
• % of maintenance tasks or statutory inspections completed on time and/or to schedule

PLANT MODIFICATIONS
Effectiveness of plant modification process

Examples:
• Number of events or incidents where deficiency with the plant modification process or
practice identified as a factor
• Modifications implemented out of due process
• Number of temporary modifications in place over defined period
• Number of modifications in progress, rate raised, rate cleared, average and maximum age
• Modifications raised and not started within agreed timescales and/or deferred
• Modifications not closed out within agreed timescales and/or extended
• Tracking and close out of caveats, exceptions, limitations etc – number active, rate raised,
rate cleared, average and maximum age
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Appendix– SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PLANT CONDITION
To monitor the condition of nuclear safety related plant

Examples:
• Number of unrevealed failures identified from consequential events or incidents
• Number of safety defects not cleared within specified timescales
• Monitoring of defect backlog (numbers, rate fixed, rate raised, average age)
• Average age of significant defects or deficient conditions
• Evidence of work-arounds or overrides – number or rate
• Output rates of abatement plants (e.g. unplanned elevated discharge level)
• Number of safety systems identified in a failed or deficient condition
• % Chemistry performance – adherence to specified dosing requirements etc
• Number of significant items in routine work backlog
• Frequency of surface contamination
• Number and/or age of control room defects

Sustained Excellence of Operation
EVENTS
INCIDENTS ON THE SITE
To monitor all events including near misses

Examples:
• Number or rate of repeat events
• Ratio of significant events against all events
• Number or rate of near misses
• Number or rate of reportable events
• Number or rate of level 1/2/3 Events
• Proportion of level 1/2/3 events (i.e. consistent with ‘Birds’ triangle?)
• Average age of open investigations into significant events and incidents
• Quality of root cause/apparent cause investigations into high priority events and incidents,
assessed against defined criteria
• % implementation of improvement actions following significant events and near misses to
agreed timescale
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Appendix A Part A2: CONTROL OF HAZARDS FRAMEWORK
CONTROL OF HAZARDS
PUBLIC
CHALLENGES TO SAFETY SYSTEMS
To monitor challenges and effectiveness of nuclear safety
barriers, to help ensure that these are maintained

Examples:
• Number of unplanned activation of safety systems
• Number or rate of unplanned entry into limiting conditions for operation (LCOs)
• Breach or non-conformance with an operating rule (licence condition 23)
• % Adherence to maintenance schedule (licence condition 28)
• Number or frequency of non adherence with criticality certificates
• % overdue safety actions (actions arising from inspections/audits/assessments)
• Number or frequency of complaints or adverse comments from the public

Intro

SPI

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

SAFETY PLANT OUT OF SERVICE
To monitor the unavailability of nuclear safety plant, to help ensure that it is minimised

Examples:
• Number of occasions or frequency that a demand is put on safety related plant
• % Unavailability of key services and / or safety related plant
• % of maintenance downtime or maintenance productivity (% time on tools)
• Number or rate of failures of safety mechanisms, devices and circuits
• Number or rate of key services suspended

CONFIGURATION RISK
To monitor the ability to manage equipment out of service so that the
risk is controlled at all times

Examples:
• Number or rate of safety related plant line-up misconfiguration events
• Number or frequency of unplanned entry into limiting conditions for operation (LCO)
• Number of long-term isolations not treated as a modification
• Frequency of use of substitution arrangements
• Number of temporary modifications
• Number of temporary instructions in force/over 12 months old
• Number of operator burdens and / or work arounds (e.g. standing alarms or temporary
amendments to standard procedures etc)
• Number or rate of interlock defeats
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Appendix– SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
To monitor the ability to protect the public if a radioactive release occurs

Examples:
• % Emergency response equipment availability
• Maintenance of emergency response equipment – adherence to schedule
• Number of significant issues arising from emergency exercises
• % of time emergency posts not fully covered in accordance with planned schedule
• % emergency posts filled

CONTROL OF HAZARDS
WORKERS
RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
To monitor the ability to protect workers from ionising radiation

Examples:
• Dose budget control, average collective dose, maximum dose to workers
• Number of events or incidents where deficiencies with dose management identified as a
factor
• Number of unplanned exceedances of dose budget
• Number or rate of contamination events
• Size of radiological controlled areas

CONVENTIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
To monitor the ability to protect workers from conventional health and safety hazards

Examples:
• Number and / or rate of industrial safety incidents and injuries (TRIR, ISAR, LTAR etc)
• RIDDOR
• Quality and / or timeliness of risk assessments
• % in date health and safety training
• Number or rate of near misses
• Days lost due to work related accident
• Number or rate of non-adherence to process safety requirements
• Number or rate of safety rules errors
• % compliance with maintenance and inspection schedule on process plant and equipment
• Number or rate of process plant misconfiguration
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CHALLENGES TO SAFETY SYSTEMS

Intro

To monitor challenges to worker safety systems, to help ensure that these are minimised
SPI

Examples:
• Number or rate of safety rules errors
• Quality and / or timely availability of risk assessments
• Number or rate of surface or airborne contamination incidents
• Number or rate of spills or leaks
• Number or rate of positive samples for hazards such as legionella
• % adherence to work planning and specification schedules or programmes

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

SAFETY PLANT OUT OF SERVICE
To monitor the unavailability of safety plant, to protect workers, to
help ensure that it is minimised

Examples:
• Number of occasions or rate of non-adherence to local rules
• Number of occasions when defects in PPE or its use identified
• Number of occasions when safety related plant is discovered in a ‘misconfigured’ state
• Safety related plant out of service - % availability or unavailability

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9
Step 10

CONTROL OF HAZARDS
ENVIRONMENT (RADIOLOGICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT)
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
To monitor the management of radioactive waste on-site, including forward
planning, progress with waste treatment (in particular passive and hazard reduction)
and waste minimisation

Examples:
• Solid/low level volume stored and / or amount dispatched off site
• Number or frequency of spills and leaks
• Number or rate of non-conformances with consents (discharges, etc.)
• Disposal costs
• % Low level waste packaged correctly
• Ratio of intermediate waste compared to low level waste
• % adherence to waste dispatch schedule
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Appendix– SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

CONTAMINATED LAND
To monitor progress with planning, characterisation, control and
remediation of radioactively contaminated land

Examples:
• Performance of remediation plans - % actions completed to agreed timescales
• Monitoring of wells/bore holes - % adherence to schedule, % contamination identified
• Size (area) reduction of contaminated land
• Number or rate of environmental non-compliance or significant near misses
• Number or rate of environmental maintenance breaches
• Active leak management – number identified, timescales to address, % leaks with
consequence that were previously identified

POSITIVE SAFETY CULTURE
LEADERSHIP (MS.1)
LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOUR
Attention taken by leaders to nuclear safety

Examples:
• Number of events or incidents where behavioural safety deficiencies are a factor
• Nuclear safety culture survey results & trends
• Staff engagement survey results & trends
• Leadership time and number of observations that meet a required standard in the field
• % senior management attendance at important safety meetings against schedule
• % attendance at important safety meetings
• Quality of important safety meetings, ranked against defined criteria at end of meeting
• % safety walk downs against plan
• ONR RNIP scores
• Timescales to address identified safety actions
• Staff appraisals completed on time
• Positive behaviours continually reinforced – number of occasions specified required
behaviour reinforced by leaders and / or peers
• % training attendance to programme or plan
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BACKLOG OF SAFETY ISSUES

Intro

Ability to respond to nuclear safety related issues in a timely
and appropriate manner

SPI

Examples:
• Repeat findings from audits or events
• % actions closed to time on improvement plans
• Overdue actions from audits/events/inspections/design changes / management of
change
• Length of time actions overdue
• Number of events not coded/categorised
• Number or % occasions when actions from audit/events extended
• % of documents within prescribed review period

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Appendix A Part A3: POSITIVE SAFETY CULTURE FRAMEWORK
POSITIVE SAFETY CULTURE
CAPABLE ORGANISATION (MS.2)
STAFFING LEVELS
Management of resource levels, both current and future, consistent with nuclear safety needs

Examples:
• % Actual baseline vs. minimum or optimum baseline
• Number of occasions when minimum manning levels breached or threatened
• % approved SQEP in post or role
• Number or % gaps with appointment of duly authorised or appointed persons
• Number or frequency of waivers
• Number or % posts and roles with succession planning (gap analysis) arrangements in
place
• Number and /or timescales of post profile shortfalls
• Number or % of training course shortfalls
• Number or % adherence to working time requirements
• Number of people with overtime over a prescribed rate
• Number of events or incidents with fatigue identified as a potential factor
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Appendix– SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

COMPETENCE*
Ensure people assigned nuclear safety duties are
(technically) competent

Examples:
• Time in post (average and / or distribution)
• Number or % posts and roles with defined post and role profiles or other competency
specifications
• Number or % posts and roles fully supported by accredited training programmes
• Number and / or timescales of shortfalls
• Number or % of post profile shortfalls
• Training Course shortfalls
• Mandatory courses or training not attended
• % Fitness for duty and health (mental and physical)
* IAEA and ONR have defined competence as “the ability to put skills and knowledge into practice in order to
perform a job in an effective and efficient manner to an established standard”.

POSITIVE SAFETY CULTURE
DECISION MAKING (MS.3)
CHALLENGE FUNCTION
Frequency and effectiveness of management response to challenge

Examples:
• Safety walk downs against plan
• Number of independent review of processes and findings
• Number of findings or observations from safety representative inspections
• Number of peer to peer observations (including positive reinforcement)
• Number or rate of interventions by operators
• % regulator actions completed to time
• Number of regulator actions
• % of audit programme completed to time
• Number or % of deficient conditions identified by the line in comparison to oversight
function(s)
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PROCEDURAL EFFECTIVENESS

Intro

Preparation of and adherence to procedures that affect nuclear safety
SPI

Examples:
• Procedural breaches/violations
• Number of /age of out of date procedures
• Disposal of active material wrongly identified as non-active
• Breaches of plant maintenance schedule
• Procedures amended to avoid unauthorised work
• Procedures amended prior to task/during task

ATTITUDES AND VALUES
Behaviours and attitudes of individuals align to the Organisational values

Examples:
• Number and possibly significance of interventions by operator
• Number of safe/unsafe acts
• Number of reports of incorrect use of PPE
• Safety climate survey or safety culture survey results/index
• Number of anomalies or deficient conditions self-reported
• Number of task observations at good/excellent
• Quality of task observations
• Attendance, sickness and ill health rates
• Number of occasions of anonymous reporting/whistle blowing
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POSITIVE SAFETY CULTURE
LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE (MS.4)
SAFETY CASE MANAGEMENT
Effectiveness of producing and maintaining a fit-for-purpose safety case

Examples:
• Changes to safety case not fully implemented/closed-out within prescribed timescale
• Safety documentation adherence or non-adherence to due-process programme
• Stakeholder involvement in safety case process
• Number of safety case extensions, or number not addressed within prescribed timescale
• Number of safety significant actions from safety case completed to time
• Number of outstanding or overdue concessions
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Appendix– SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE
Effectiveness of translating experience capture into improvement

Examples:
• Number of repeat findings from audits and/or events
• Number of events not closed out
• Number of positive events
• Ratio of higher significance to lower significance events
• Number of outstanding or overdue actions from most significant events
• Number of outstanding or overdue mandatory assessments
• Number of outstanding or overdue investigations
• Quality of root cause specification identified from investigations
• Timescales to complete investigations and agree improvement actions
• Effectiveness of improvements from investigations
• Number of actions that have been effective against total number of actions
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